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		Server bottlenecks and failures are a fact of life in any database deployment, but they don't have to bring everything to a halt. MySQL has several features that can help you protect your system from outages, whether it's running on hardware, virtual machines, or in the cloud. MySQL High Availability explains how to use these replication, cluster, and monitoring features in a wide range of real-life situations.

	
		Written by engineers who designed many of the tools covered inside, this book reveals undocumented or hard-to-find aspects of MySQL reliability and high availability -- knowledge that’s essential for any organization using this database system.

		
			Explore the binary log, a file for replication that helps in disaster recovery and troubleshooting
	
			Get techniques for improving response time and handling large data sets
	
			Monitor database activity and performance, as well as major operating system parameters
	
			Keep track of what masters and slaves are doing, and deal with failures and restarts, corruption, and other incidents
	
			Automate key tasks with code from an open source library written by the authors
	
			Learn techniques for using MySQL in virtualized environments, such as Amazon Web Services
	
			Use MySQL Cluster to achieve high availability


	"MySQL replication is widely deployed but has never been adequately explained. This book changes that." -- Mark Callaghan, MySQL contributor and leader of MySQL engineering efforts at a few of the world's largest Internet companies
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Encyclopedia of E-collaborationInformation Science Publishing, 2007

	What is e-collaboration? Although this term means many things to many people, Ned Kock broadly defines it as “collaboration among individuals engaged in a common task using electronic technologies.” E-collaboration is not limited to computer-mediated communication (also known as CMC), or computer-supported cooperative work (known...
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Poker for DummiesFor Dummies, 2000
Poker is America’s national card game, and its popularity continues to grow. Nationwide, you can find a game in progress everywhere. If you want to play, you can find poker games on replicas of 19th century riverboats or on Native American tribal lands. You can play poker at home with the family or online with opponents from around the world....
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Microelectronic Systems: Circuits, Systems and ApplicationsSpringer, 2011

	This book is dedicated to Prof. Dr. Heinz Gerhäuser on the occasion of his retirement both from the position of Executive Director of the Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits IIS and from the Endowed Chair of Information Technologies with a Focus on Communication Electronics (LIKE) at the Friedrich-Alexander-Universität...
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Programming Microsoft SQL Server 2000 With XML (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2001
 Over the past few years, XML has emerged as the computer world’s favorite three-letter acronym. At first, XML was a curiosity about which a few technological boffins were getting a little over-excited—an interesting technology looking for a place to happen. Gradually, however, developers came to realize the enormous potential of a...
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Big Java: Compatible with Java 5, 6 and 7John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	This book introduces programmers to objects at a gradual pace. The syntax boxes are revised to show typical code examples rather than abstract notation. This includes optional example modules using Alice and Greenfoot. The examples feature annotations with dos and don'ts along with cross references to more detailed explanations in the...
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Air Pollution Control Equipment CalculationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Unique problem-and-solution approach for quickly mastering a broad range of calculations
This book's problem-and-solution approach enables readers to quickly grasp the fundamentals of air pollution control equipment and essential applications. Moreover, the author sets forth solid principles for the design and selection of air pollution control...
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